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Resiliency Moving
Pullman Forward

We are pleased to present the Pullman 2040 Annual Report with
collaborative efforts from the Town Gown Collaborative. This report
embodies the vision of many active community members for Pullman
2040, together with WSU Pullman Chancellor Elizabeth Chilton, and Mayor
Glenn Johnson bringing together a synergy with the Pullman community
and Washington State University. 

A major issue we all faced in 2020 and 2021 was the COVID-19 pandemic,
which not only changed how we do things, but also how we rise together
to move forward. This report demonstrates the resiliency of our
community efforts to make progress towards goals and still come
together for the betterment of our community. 

The Town Gown Collaborative is a joint effort between the City of Pullman,
Pullman Chamber of Commerce, & Washington State University for the
purpose of strengthening ties between town & gown for mutual benefit.

Although some members have not been highly visible for the past two
years, a number of entities have still accomplished many of their goals.
We send our immense gratitude to everyone’s investment and efforts
these past two years. While many organizations reported on
accomplished great things, we still have lots to do. 

While you read the stories of resiliency and what our community has
accomplished, imagine how your involvement in these projects will better
our community. This is your opportunity to get involved and build our
community to what your hopes and dreams for Pullman would be. 

This is Your city. Your community. Your home. 

Francis Benjamin, Co-Chair Pullman 2040
Stephanie Rink, Co-Chair Pullman 2040
Elizabeth Chilton, WSU Pullman Chancellor
Glenn Johnson, Mayor 
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Community &

Identity
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Photo by Pullman Chamber of Commerce



Downtown Pullman 

Association Forms
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The Downtown Pullman Association was in its early days when the COVID-19

pandemic started. Main Street saw  instant changes in February 2020. The

downtown population disappeared, and transactions relocated to our living rooms.

While the business landscape zig-zagged through unprecedented uncertainty, the

DPA Board members stayed focused on working steadily toward becoming a

Washington Main Street Accredited Organization. Accreditation status as a big

opportunity for improvements and community building initiatives.

In 2021, the DPA was awarded a grant to hire an Executive Director and acquired

funding commitments from the City of Pullman and WSU. These financial

commitments mean the DPA finally has a budget to put to work. Most importantly,

hiring a full time ED will complete the requirements that the DPA needs to achieve  

 for Main Street Accreditation, setting Pullman on a path toward a vibrant future.

The DPA membership looks forward to bringing in a full-time dedicated individual

whose role will be to carry out the vision of our historic community and to make our

downtown a vibrant reflection of commerce and connection in Pullman. 

Pine Street Mall in downtown Pullman. Photo by Rod Schwartz
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Wayfinding Finds a Way
After a brief Covid hiatus, the wayfinding committee is back at it. Our team has two

goals:

The first goal is to develop a comprehensive wayfinding booklet that contains a

new sign design and placement standard for the city moving forward. The end

product will show what type of sign design is appropriate for each install location,

accounting for the intended audience (cars, bikes, pedestrians, etc), the location

(hills and districts), and the information being displayed (services, parking,

trailheads, etc). We are already starting to mock up some designs and are hoping to

present them to Pullman City Council and the community in  Q2 of 2022.

The second goal is to start making physical progress within the community. The

team is working to identify the locations for the first ten signs to go up in Pullman.

Our hope is that once we get the ball rolling we can incrementally replace existing

and create new signage around the city. The plan is to start small, which will allow

for experimentation and immediate feedback from the community. In our initial

phase we will remain adaptable and can make changes to our design standard and

existing signs. Once we have completed our initial phase and received feedback, we

can start making broad city-wide changes while having confidence that our

approach is accepted by the community.

 

Through this project we can help visitors, newcomers, and long term residents

discover the city that we all love. By giving our signage a unique Pullman look and

feel we can give the city an identity, all while providing people with a sense of place

and security.



Education &

Learning
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2021 Board of Distinction 

The COVID-19 pandemic has significantly impacted the world of education

resulting in considerable psychological stress and decreased learning. 

During this time, Pullman Public Schools staff focused on building

relationships and creating new ways to engage students both virtually and in-

person to support student resilience and academic growth. Resilience

strategies focused on continued social development, cohesion, and building

individual capacity through social emotional learning, virtual calming rooms,

and opportunities to engage in social groups, clubs, and activities. 

Staff and families continued to adapt during this challenging time, navigating

virtual and hybrid educational platforms by reducing barriers and increase

engagement, confidence, and learning. Student voice is an important part of

meeting the needs of students and building their resilience by listening,

reflecting on our practice and adapting ourselves and changes to the

educational system. While not perfect, we continue to grow and give

ourselves and others grace.

Please note:  This is not an exhaustive list of the highlights Pullman School District performed in

2021. For a complete report, please visit: 2021-2022 Pullman School District Highlights.

Pullman School District's Board of Directors was named a 2021 Board of Distinction

by the WSSDA. 

Staff Honors   

John Naranjo was selected as the recipient of the Excellence in Education Award     

 by Pullman School Board             
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Pullman School District

Highlights

https://www.canva.com/design/DAE6UltSGc8/DvBI9pG48_6IjCVVcrwLjA/view?utm_content=DAE6UltSGc8&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link&utm_source=publishsharelink


Professional Learning Communities 

Purchase of 60 Acres

Open Doors Youth Reengagement Program

Finalized the purchase of 60 acres for future district schools and facility needs. 

This is our first year in a three-year training journey with Professional Learning

Communities (PLC). PLC is an ongoing process in which educators work collaboratively

in recurring cycles of collective inquiry andd action research to achieve better results

for the students they serve. PLCs operate under the assumption that the key to

improved learning for students is continuous, job-embedded learning for educators.

(DeFour, Dufour, Eaker, Many, & Mattos, 2016, p. 10) 

In partnership with ESD 101, we have extended opportunities to students who are at

risk of dropping out to participate in Open Doors. The program allows students to

pursue a GED and complete school with meaningful access to post-secondary and/or

career options. 
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After months of construction, LMS received notification of substantial completion in

Fall 2021. 

Lincoln Middle School Renovation & Expansion Completed 

Board Members cut the red ribbon at the entrance of our new transportation facility,

the Whitman County Transportation Cooperative, located on NW Albion Road. This

building serves the bus maintenance and repair needs of our nearby Whitman County

school districts, including Pullman, Colfax, Palouse and Garfield. 

Whitman County Transportation Cooperative Completed 

Staff Honors Continued 
Amy Ripley led PHS Swim Team to a state title and was named 2A Girls 

Swim Coach of the Year

Michelle Hyatt was nominated for the 2021-22 LifeChanger of the Year  

Rebecca Adderson, recognized as NEWESD101's Regional Teacher of the Year

Pullman School District

Highlights



Implement a minimum of one service project owned by PYP yearly

Increase membership every quarter 

Develop metrics on participation

Create a financial goal

Membership retention

The Pullman Young Professionals program (PYP) aims to shape the future of our

community by supporting the growth of young professionals based in Pullman,

Washington. The program creates opportunities for young leaders to build

relationships, expand their skills, and advance their careers while promoting and

developing the City of Pullman into a flourishing hub of economic development.

 

Here are just a few of the goals of the program:

PYP's achievements during 2020/2021 include facilitating two community events;

the PYP Whiskey Tasting at Birch and Barleys and a Personality Workshop:

Understanding Yourself and Your Team at Lumberyard in 2020. After the spring of

2021, PYP became dormant due to the pandemic and the inability to facilitate in-

person events. PYP attempted to switch things to virtual in 2021, starting with a

LinkedIn Workshop with Jeff Perry. We found the members to be "zoomed" out,

and the members desired a face-to-face connection. Fall of 2021, the leadership

of PYP decided to relaunch the program for the community in 2022 with the brand

of revitalizing PYP for young professionals in Pullman.

Pullman Young

Professionals Connect 
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Growth &

Development
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RUNWAY REALIGNMENT 

The Runway Realignment project will be complete with all items in mid 2022, 10

years after environmental clearance. The Terminal project will be in construction

at the close of the Realignment and will continue until the end of 2023 under

the same environmental clearance. The Terminal program includes full drainage,

site work, vehicle parking, a 2 level Terminal building ground and jet bridge

boarding and a full concrete aircraft parking apron with deicing containment. 

The current budget availability for the Terminal program is $63 Million with $10

Million coming from local public entities or Airport operational funding sources.

Air Service efforts continue with record percentage of seats filled on the Alaska

Airlines Seattle flights and a new service opportunity from Alaska Airlines to

Boise. Additional air service opportunities are being pursued for Denver and

other locations as they arise coming out of the pandemic.

TERMINAL BUDGETTERMINAL PROJECT

Complete by mid
2022

Complete by end
of 2023

$63M total from
ARP federal fund
$10M from local
public entities

Regional Airport Expands
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Walkers and bikers traveling between the WSU Pullman campus and other locations within

the City will benefit from an enhanced shared pathway along Main Street that strengthens

the connection between the WSU entrance and Bishop Blvd.

The sidewalk expansion and new bicycle bypass onto campus are possible thanks to a

grant from the Washington State Department of Transportation. Construction of the new

walkway is expected to occur this summer and be completed before the start of the Fall

2022 semester.

“This improvement idea came out of a 2011 bike and pedestrian study that the university

undertook, and we are excited to see it come to fruition thanks to funding from the state

and support from our local partners,” said John Shaheen, WSU Director of Special Projects

for Public Safety/Transportation.

Of the nearly $950,000 projected cost, WSDOT has awarded more than $740,000 from its

pedestrian and bicycle program. The rest of the funds will come from a budgeted match

from WSU Transportation, as the project aligns with state-mandated commute trip

reduction initiatives.

The existing sidewalk along the east side of Main Street beginning at its intersection with

Bishop Boulevard will be widened to 12 feet. The roadway will maintain two lanes of traffic

in both directions. A new pathway extension running behind the campus gateway sign is

also included as part of the project that will allow pedestrians and bicyclists to bypass the

busy Main St./Stadium Way intersection. 

New Pedestrian-Bike Pathway

 

A view of the current 5 ft. sidewalk at Main St. and Bishop Blvd.

The project

strengthens the

connection between

the university, the

Chipman Trail, and

amenities along

Bishop Blvd.
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College Hill Matters is a consortium of entities working together to improve

the walkability of College Hill through code enforcement, infrastructure

improvements, and neighborhood small business development. 

Consisting of both town and gown, the group includes Washington State

University (ASWSU, GPSA, Parking and Transportation), the City of Pullman

(Police and Public Works departments), and various other neighborhood and

community constituencies. 

CHM uses an annual planning calendar to coordinate seasonal efforts.

Although meetings switched from in-person to virtual starting in April 2020,

CHM maintained its monthly meeting schedule to collaborate on, and

address, matters impacting walkability and quality of life issues on College

Hill. Outdoor walk audits continued without interruption each semester.

WSU’s move to online instruction in 2020-2021 reduced residential and

parking density on College Hill, which had the unexpected benefit of making it

a bit easier to assess conditions.
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College Hill Matters

 



Continued

In 2020-2021, the group: 

• Coordinated the installation of a

pedestrian signal at the intersection

of Thatuna/C & Colorado (thanks to

financial support from student

government entities ASWSU and

GPSA)

• Replaced 4 public litter containers

in commercial areas and provided

funding for their ongoing service 

• Improved lighting conditions with

the repair and addition of fixtures

• Reviewed a pedestrian vs. vehicle

accident provided input to the city’s

Bicycle-Pedestrian Master Plan 

• Improved conditions of sidewalks

and pedestrian crossings through

education and code enforcement.
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College Hill Matters

 



Health & Safety
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TRAINING FUTURE
FAMILY
PHYSICIANS 

The Washington State University Elson S. Floyd College of

Medicine Family Medicine Residency Program at Pullman

Regional Hospital earned accreditation in 2021. This major

milestone is one of many in establishing one of the first

residency programs in the country based entirely in a critical

access hospital.

According to Dr. Stephen Hall, “Pullman is special; there’s no

better place to train physicians.”  Hall is the Program Director

for WSU Family Medicine Residency in Pullman and Chief

Medical Officer for Pullman Regional Hospital. 

In his 30 plus years of practicing family medicine, Dr. Hall has

mentored hundreds of physicians in training. One might say

the next step—teaching physician residents—wasn’t a

question of if, but when. 

Dr. Hall is a physician with Palouse Medical in Pullman, WA,

and in 2020, he become the Program Director for the

Washington State University’s Elson S. Floyd College of

Medicine & Pullman Regional Hospital Family Medicine

Residency Program. “There is a nationwide shortage of

family physicians. Our physician residents will have the

opportunity to experience the entire spectrum of care and

be involved with their patient from the first clinic visit, to

diagnostics, to being a hospital inpatient -- that will 

produce well-rounded, well educated physician residents,"

Dr. Hall said. 

Dr. Stephen Hall, Program Director for

WSU Elson S. Floyd College of

Medicine and Pullman Regional

Hospital Family Medicine Residency

Program.
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Training Future

Family Physicians 



More than 57% of residents stay to practice in the state where they completed their

residencies, making residency programs an excellent physician recruitment pipeline. 

The Pullman Regional Hospital based program will welcome the first three physician

residents in 2023. Residents will see and treat family medicine patients throughout their 3-

year program, refining their skills alongside local physicians, providers and nurses.

Supporting educational efforts as key faculty are Dr. Pete Mikkelsen, Director of Emergency

Medical Services and Chief Medical Officer for Pullman Regional Hospital and Dr. Katie

Hryniewicz, Pediatrician with Palouse Pediatrics.

5,000 square feet of remodeled space on the hospital campus will serve as a clinical and

educational center for residency activities; construction was funded entirely through

philanthropy. Ground was broken in the fall of 2021 and construction is slated to be

complete at the beginning of 2023. 
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Dr. Katie Hryniewicz Dr. Pete Mikkelsen 

Family Physicians 



F O O D  S E C U R I T Y

Community Action Center, lead for Food Security and Housing Security, has been

launching and completing projects since the last report, with a lot of shifting in

approach with the new challenges the pandemic raised.
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Community Action Center, lead for Food Security and Housing Security, has been

launching and completing projects since the last report, with a lot of shifting in

approach with the new challenges the pandemic raised.

In Food Security, the launch of the Mobile Farm Stand (originally called the Palouse

Tables Project: On the Move) was delayed some six months due to the demands the

pandemic put on staff, pivoting from “grocery store” food distribution to a

contactless, curbside pickup, as well as from limited staff planning time. With the

addition of Carrie Chase, Community Food Program Manager, the preparation work

done by Joe Astorino and Ashley Vaughan made the eventual May 2021 launch very

successful.

Served 702 folks with fresh and healthy food in 9 locations:

• Cougar Ridge (Pullman)

• Riverview Apartments (Pullman)

• Kenwood Apartments (Pullman)

• Tekoa

• Colton

• Albion

• St. John

• Malden

• Uniontown

As COVID impacts are seeming to soften, the Mobile Farms Stand will be out in the

community again, expanding its route and distributing fresh produce and foods from

local farmers.

Food & Housing

Security 



H O U S I N G  S E C U R I T Y
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In Housing Security, the pandemic also impacted the development and construction

of a major housing project, the Riverview Apartments. 

As a Low Income Housing Tax Credit property, Riverview is targeted for affordable

housing to our lowest income community members. Half of the 56 units are made

available to those whose income is below 50% of median income, while the other

half are set aside for those with even lower income, at or below 30% of median

income.

There are built-in set-asides for other barriers to housing at the property, such as

those exiting homelessness, veteran households, housing for those with disabilities

of all kinds, and families with children, just to name a few. 

Construction began on the site in November 2019, and every apartment was

occupied by June 2021!

Food & Housing

Security
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The Safety Task Force ensures a safe environment with high

quality , community-engaged emergency services. The

components of the Safety Task Force are Communications,

Community Engagement, Education, Infrastructure and Youth

Programs. Activity during 2020 and 2021 was limited due to

COVID-19. Interaction with the public was limited and the police

and fire stations were mostly closed to the public.

Communications, community engagement and education were

the main focus.  Social media became an important tool for

communication and education to keep the community informed

and safe. First responders increased their level of protection to

keep members and public safe. Meetings were held virtually

through Zoom platforms and personal interaction was held

following COVID19 safety protocols.

Police and Fire provided modified local celebrations to help

elevate the public spirit with drive-by visits by fire and police

vehicles for  birthday parties and graduations. The Fire

Department assisted local businesses by recalculating and

posing new occupancies due to COVID-19 restrictions. The

Police Department provided COVID-19 personal protection

items to the public. Both agencies regularly posted information

on social media, assisted with developing COVID-19 policies to

keep the City of Pullman members safe and assisted with the

local shot clinics.  In the summer of 2021. the Police Department

held a revitalized Citizen’s Academy and is offering a second

Academy to the public.  

Safety Task Force



Recreation &

Environment
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The pandemic has highlighted the importance of trails and outdoor spaces for connecting with

ourselves, each other, and our community.  Pullman’s trails became the social fabric knitting

people together outside, allowing for social distancing while walking dogs, biking with family,

and connecting with nature.
Pullman Civic Trust coordinated a new trail event called Pedal

Pullman as part of a reimagined Lentil Festival to highlight the

trails and welcome WSU students to Pullman.  Participants rode

bikes, ran, and navigated the trail in motorized wheelchairs

learning historical and fun facts about the places along the

trails.  The event was very popular with over 80 people

participating.

PCT Coordinated Festival of Lights as part of the Chamber Holiday

Festival. The trails hosted a jingle bell fun run with stops for stories

about Hannukah and Christmas, ending at the Pullman Heritage Depot. 

 A chorus of 75 fraternity brothers ushered Santa’s arrival as he

stepped out of the train to lead a parade of lights to Pine Street Plaza

for the traditional lighting of the town holiday tree.  Be watching for

these events next year!

In 2020 PCT worked closely with the city and Electrical Contractors

NW to light three bridges along the Downtown Riverwalk. To finalize

the project, PCT paid $5,000 to light the vertical posts on the B&N

Trestle behind the Library. As one admirer remarked, “It feels so

romantic!”  

Pullman Civic Trust supports Railbanking the railroad lines in Eastern Washington for interim use

as recreational trails. Downtown Pullman has many inactive rail lines that have become clutter in

our downtown. We believe these lines are missed economic and social opportunities for the

Pullman Community. 

Trails, Bridges, & Railbanking 



Pocket Prairies

throughout Pullman are

helping to reduce erosion

and need for irrigation

while providing habitat

for pollinators. 

Through 2020 and 2021, The Phoenix Conservancy launched our Pocket Prairies

program, in partnership with DABCO Property Management and the Palouse

Conservation District. This program is designed to restore native vegetation in

otherwise unused areas, weaving an interconnected network of Palouse Pocket

Prairies into the daily lives of Pullman residents.

Even small areas dramatically reduce water costs by eliminating a need for irrigation,

all while reducing erosion, providing habitat for pollinators and wildlife, and storing

carbon and water deep in the soil.

With the first four sites officially under contract in 2021, The Phoenix Conservancy

has undergone the first year of initial seeding and invasive species control. We have

also transplanted more than 1,000 plants from a relocation site at Bald Butte,

resulting in the establishment of more than 60 native species across the sites.
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Partnerships Produce 

Pocket Prairies
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The Pheonix Conservancy

started initial seeding and

invasive species control.  

We also started an exciting project with Pullman Disposal Services in

2021, a steep-slope restoration project designed to reduce erosion and

clean runoff from the site. The project also incorporates biochar, an

extremely promising option for improving soil while filtering runoff and

sequestering carbon at the same time.

In 2022, we are hoping to continue our current restoration contracts

while expanding to additional sites with DABCO, continuing into the next

project phase with PDS, and expanding our Pocket Prairies program to

incorporate private landowners. In doing so, we will be working to

incorporate endangered Palouse Prairie into our communities, improve

water conservation, and create precious habitat for native plants and

pollinators for years to come.

Pocket Prairies 



Please Join Us In Building 

Our Community -- Our Future
 

As we conclude the annual report, you can see that it is focused on

our community’s resiliency amid a challenging set of years. Our

resilience wasn’t just maintaining our ground, but we also moved

forward in several areas, especially with Health Care, Education,

Policing and the Environment. Our community’s success was the

result of the incredible work of dedicated entities, community

members, the Town Gown Collaborative, and the Pullman 2040

steering committee. We again thank them for being part of Pullman

2040.

 

As we look forward, we are expectant for this next year. We believe

that the Pullman community is poised to advance several Pullman

2040 initiatives which will make visible differences in our

community. We welcome you to join us in this vision and be part of

the Pullman 2040 legacy. When we get to 2040 and look back on the

significant changes made in our community, we desire for all

community members to have a story to tell about the difference they

made in Pullman and how they shaped our community’s future.

Pullman 2040

Our community – Our future

 

Stephanie Rink & Francis Benjamin

Co-Chairs
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Pullman 2040 Project Areas & Titles

Community Identify

Community Connectedness

First Impressions (TownGown

Collaborative)

Wayfinding

Art

Events

Downtown Focus (TownGown

Collaborative)

Community Communications

Welcoming

Community Pride

Community Appearance

Community Engagement

Historic Areas

Community & Identity

Career & Technical Training

Young Professionals

Leadership Training

Education Support

Community of Education Experts

Hospitality Training

Youth Programs

Education & Learning 

Business Portal

Business Recruitment

Airport

Bypass

Broadband

Economic Development Plan

Expand Air Service

Winter Transportation

Management 

College Hill Matters (TownGown

Collaborative)

Connectivity and Flow (TownGown

Collaborative)

City Owned Property - Design

Standards

Multi-Use Developments

Growth & Development 
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Pullman 2040 Project Areas & Titles

Community & Youth Center

Parks Inventory

Trails

CAP Trail

Public Spaces

Water Shed: Entity Collaboration, Data

Collection and Application

Water Shed: Community Understanding

Water Shed:  Access & Engagement

Water Shed: Citizen Science & Choicces

Recreation & Environment
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Food

Housing

Youth Health Intervention

Wellness Space

Physician Residency

Housing Affordability

Emergency Social Services

Safety:  Communication

Safety:  Community Engagement

Safety: Education

Safety:  Infrastructure

Regional Wellenss

Care Coordination 

Health & Safety 



Pul lman 2040 Steer ing Committee
Francis Benjamin, Pullman 2040 Co-Chair
Stephanie Rink, Pullman 2040 Co-Chair
Scott Adams
Fatimah Albaqshi
Tiffanie Braun
McKenzie Brumet
Marie Dymkoski
Megan Guido
Jeff Guyett 
Tom Handy
High School
Veronica Hopwood
Gary Jenkins

Town Gown Col laborat ive
Scott Adams
Francis Benjamin
Chris Boyan
Tiffanie Braun
McKenzie Brumet
Bob Cady
Carol Chipman
Ryan Clements
Marie Dymkoski
Devon Felsted
Patrick Forster
Rich French
Sean Greene
Megan Guido
Jeff Guyett
Tom Handy
Helene Hopkins
Gary Jenkins
Glenn Johnson, City of Pullman Mayor
Paul Kimmell

Shawn Kohtz
Jeff Lannigan
RJ Lott
Bob Maxwell
Allison Munch-Rotolo
Jake Opgenorth
Alexander Pan
Brian Patrick
Joe Poire
Rob Rembert
Bobbie Ryder
Jana Schultheis
John Shaheen
Chris Skidmore
Wayne Thompson
Mike Urban
Jeanne Weiler
Nathan Weller
Kate Wilhite
Pat Wright

Mayor Glenn Johnson
Karl Johanson
Bob Maxwell
Bobbie Ryder
Garren Shannon
Mike Urban
Jeanne Weiler
Nathan Weller
Brian Patrick (ASWSU)
GPSA
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Pullman 2040 Needs You!

 Help Create a Better Future for Pullman

Email at pullman2040@gmail.com   

Website at pullman2040.org

Follow us on social media @pullman2040

We welcome your interest or volunteering for one of these committees.

Below are contacts for each area.

 

 
COMMUNITY & IDENTITY

Wayfinding  

Ryan Clements 

pullman2040@gmail.com

TG-Downtown Pullman Association

Willow Falcon

downtown.coordinator@wsu.edu

 

 

EDUCATION & LEARNING  

Pullman School District  

Bob Maxwell       

 rmaxwell@psd267.org

Pullman Young Professionals                    

Sophia Gaither           

pullmanyoungprofessionals@gmail.

com 

   
HEALTH & SAFETY

CAC – Food & Housing Security  

 Jeff Guyett 

JeffG@cacwhitman.org 

City - 

Safety Task Force 

Mike Heston

mike.heston@pullman-wa.gov 

PRH – Residency Program 

Scott Adams

scott.adams@pullmanregional.org 

PRH – Family Physicians

Scott Adams

scott.adams@pullmanregional.org 

GROWTH & DEVELOPMENT

City - Airport Runway & Terminal  

Tony Bean 

tony.bean@pullman-wa.gov 

TG - College Hill Matters   Scott Adams 

scott.adams@pullmanregional.org 

TG - Connectivity & Flow John Shaheen 

shaheen@wsu.edu  

RECREATION & ENVIRONMENT

Pullman Civic Trust - Trails  

Bobbie Ryder

pullmancivictrust@gmail.com

Pocket Prairies-Phoenix

Conservancy  

Chris Duke

cduke@phoenixconservancy.org

 

mailto:downtown.coordinator@wsu.edu

